AGILE FOR HARDWARE AND
CROSS-DISCIPLINE TEAMS
Applying Agile principles to hardware and products with
embedded software.
“Agile” development has taken over the software industry. Developers
and leaders have discovered that traditional waterfall processes don’t work
because the upfront unknowns were just too great to accurately write
requirements. So a new way — Agile — was created and embraced. All good.
But what about products that have mechanical and electronic components?
Can products that range from trash cans to complex medical devices benefit
from Agile’s goodness? Yes. The philosophy is sound, but the application of
Agile requires some tweaks.
This whitepaper discusses how you can apply Agile principles to physical
products requiring cross-discipline (CD) teams where software may be a small
component or non-existent.
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An Agile Primer for Physical Products
The basic premise of Agile is simple — get started quickly with little documentation, engage focused
teams, develop time-bound features in short cycles, test, release and repeat. All while delivering
increasingly valuable software that satisfies customer needs. Agile for Software Development has the
four philosophies at its core as shown in the side box.
These pillars can also be applied to hardware. However, realizing
Agile’s power can be challenging since creating working iterations
of physical products is harder than for software and requires more
upfront thinking. But not only is it possible, but doing so almost
guarantees better results through enhanced learning and better
execution throughout the development process.

Four SW Agile Pillars
1. Individuals and
interactions over processes
and tools
2. Working software
over comprehensive
documenation

The figure below summarizes the difference between the
traditional “waterfall” approach and an “Agile” approach for
3. Customer collaboration
physical products. Instead of developing complete requirements
over contract negotiation
upfront, cascading to each phase, Agile uses intelligent iterations
with lighter efforts for each stage of development and then
4. Responding to change
bringing critical pieces together at the right time to learn. This
over following a plan
learning is then integrated into the next iteration and the cycle
is repeated until you have a final, commercializable product. So
what might have been considered 50% “done” in the waterfall approach has a very different meaning
than 50% “done” in an Agile approach where real features have been developed and real learning has
occurred throughout the process.
In the upcoming pages, we’ll share a Cross-discipline Agile Model to make Agile for hardware
development a powerful process to develop products faster and more market-focused.

Agile Vs. Waterfall - What Does 50% “Done” Mean?
Waterfall

Agile
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Key Elements of Agile for Hardware Development
You may already be familiar with the scrum-based Agile for SW Model as shown. To apply this
approach to hardware and cross-discipline teams we must take a broader view. In addition to
accounting for software elements, a new Cross-discipline Agile Model (as shown below) must ensure
that mechanical, electronics and other non-software components — and their associated teams —
come together in an Agile way. This requires that the meanings of backlog, grooming, estimating,
iteration, “working code,” releases and acceptance
criteria be modified and broadened.
While going into the details is fodder for a whole
book, we’ll look at five crucial areas where Agile
can be effectively modified and applied to
hardware-based products.

Basic Agile SW Model

These five areas are called out in the model below and include:
1. User Stories and Backlogs - The Agile on-ramp. Can “user stories” replace “requirements”?
2. Grooming and Estimating - The pre-iteration scrum. Can you “estimate” hardware features?
3. Iterations, Integration and Prototypes - The Agile backbone. What does a HW “iteration” mean?
4. Acceptance Criteria - The validation of goodness. How do you determine if an iteration is good
enough?
5. Retrospectives - The self-improvement process. At least software people speak the same
language (sometimes), now you have a wider range of languages to manage. How?
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Our Proposed Product
Before diving into each of these five Agile elements as well as to get more specific in our short time
together, let’s visualize a product we are planning to develop. Let’s assume it’s a new medical device
for monitoring a patient’s vital signs in the home. It might have several elements required to capture
and analyze data as well as elements that allow a care provider to interact with both the device and
the patient. You anticipate it will have three primary components requiring you to use a cross-disipline
Agile approach. Note that these may or may not be the final components, i.e., as the Agile process
unfolds, you may learn that you don’t need a device interface, or an app, or even physical probes.
• A device and UI - The core of the product that probes attach to, provides processing, connects
to the cloud, allows the user to manage the device and see results, etc.
•

Physical probes - The attachments to the patient for monitoring heart rate, blood pressure,
oxygen levels, breathing, etc.

•

Mobile applications - The mobile apps to access information and/or manage the device from
anywhere in the world.

To get started, your product manager creates a short document that describes the target market, the
primary users of the monitor and an overview of customers’ primary needs. Your development team
adds a brief architecture overview to help stakeholders visualize the solution.
From here, how would your cross-discipline team proceed using Agile principles?

Picture Courtesy of US Patent # 20080221399A1
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ONE: User Stories and Backlogs
While traditional development would have a product manager write detailed product requirements,
Agile asks us to create user stories. One user story might be:
“As a doctor, I want to receive accurate, real-time readings wherever I am so that
I can confidently know the status of my patient.”
This one user story might lead to a myriad of other smaller user stories and “requirements” for each of
the monitor components. Some user stories might be satisfied by the device, some the probes, some
the applications and some might require all three. A simple example of the requirements that satisfy
this user story (partially) are shown in the following table:
Device HW/UI

Probes

Mobile APP

•

Shall have a high-resolution
graphical readout of all vital
signs

•

Each probe shall attach
easily to the body within
seconds

•

Patient vital signs can be
accessed with one touch

•

Updates data of all vital signs
with less than .1 second
delay

•

All vital signs shall have an
accuracy of X

•

•

Shall stay connected even
with significant patient
movement

Updates data of all vital signs
with less than .1 second
delay

•

Allows easy setting of alerts

•

Provides alerts when chosen
metrics are detected

As your team defines the product, there may be dozens of user
stories that lead to 100’s of detailed requirements. This list of
user stories and requirements becomes the Agile backlog where
each user story is prioritized and has associated requirements
that satisfy the user story. In Waterfall, this might be considered
the complete requirements and your development would go off
and build it (with lots of negotiation to gain agreement on what
will be built.) For Agile, this backlog represents your product
vision, but it’s just a hypothesis at this point.
To actually get started with development, your cross-discipline
team now has some serious work to do. They must identify
where to start, how to break the tasks down into estimatable
buckets and decide what the first iteration should include to
gain meaningful customer feedback.

Critical Threads
A “thread” is a vertical slice
of functionality that satisfies
an important user story.
It may include elements
of each component that
work together to prove the
functionality and experience
both technically and with
customers.

This leads us to our next element, Grooming and Estimating.
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TWO: Grooming and Estimating
One critical activity for SW Agile teams is preparing for each upcoming “sprint.” The team, including
the product owner, developers, and leads (and typically a “scrum master”), gets into a room and plans
for the next development cycle. Guided by the Product Owner, user stories are selected, understood,
parsed (groomed), and estimated to determine what can fit within the available time and resources.
For hardware and CD Agile teams, this is a particular challenging, but necessary, task. In our Crossdiscipline Agile Model, you would include two levels of grooming and estimation. At a higher level,
this would include all physical and software components as part of an iteration (which we discuss
next) and at a lower level, where your software teams would have more frequent and detailed
software grooming and estimation sessions for each SW sprint.
Device HW/UI

Probes

Mobile APP

•

Shall have a high-resolution
graphical readout of all vital
signs

•

Each probe shall attach
easily to the body within
seconds

•

Patient signs can be
accessed with one touch

•

Updates data of all vital
signs with less than .1
second delay

•

All vital signs shall have an
accuracy of X

•

Updates data of all vital
signs with less than .1
second delay

•

Provides alerts when chosen
metrics are detected

•

Shall stay connected even
with signfificant patient
movement

•

Allows easy setting of alerts

For Cross-discipline Agile grooming, it’s important for your
whole team to agree on the important threads to include
in next iteration and then develop a plan to get there. In
our patient monitoring example, the team determined that
market success is highly dependent on innovation in the
accuracy and timeliness of vital sign readings. The team
further agreed this must tested quickly.
Your CD team would then estimate when new, more
accurate probes might be ready for testing — even in raw
form — as well as when the related device software and
mobile app elements would be ready. They may also debate
what level of device mockup might be required as “real
enough” to get accurate doctor feedback, etc.
This leads us to our next element, Iterations and
Prototypes.

Hardware Epics
One key component of SW Agile
is the necessity to break large
user stories (often considered
“epics”) into smaller user stories
for estimation and execution.
Similarly, Cross-discipline Agile
forces you to think in terms of
modules or discrete chunks
of functionality that can be
developed independently and
tested.
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THREE: Iterations and Prototypes
With Agile for SW, the definition of iteration and release is straightforward. An iteration must result in
a release of working code that includes functionality which can be observed and tested by a user. For
hardware, this is not so easy. An iteration and release for hardware would typically be considered a
“prototype” and include components of the mechanical design, a portion of electronics, etc. and may
or may not include functionality. This is where the importance of “threads” of functionality, discussed
earlier, is critical.
At each agreed upon iteration, you must determine
what can and should be tested as well as how to best
make this observable by customers. With Agile for
SW, in theory, each iteration could be shippable to
customers, but this is rarely the case for a hardware
iteration, where the complete functionality would not
be available until the final iteration. However! Each
iteration must have the cabability to gain insight from
customers, or it’s not Agile.

Prototype Defined
One term to get clear with your CD
team is the definition of “prototype.”
This isn’t necessarily a functioning
product. A prototype might range
from something as simple as a
paper brochure describing the
functionality, to a foam or 3D
printed mockup, to a fully functional
beta version. Or any combination.

In our patient monitoring example, your team
developed a plan (as summarized in the following
table) for the level of functionality required for each
iteration. This is obviously just a high level example,
where in reality, you would have more details for each
iteration and possibly several more iterations before a product would be considered “final.”
Component

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

Iteration 3

Device HW/UI

•

Simple 3D printed
physical mockup

•

Real design 3D printed
mockup

•

Final design - first
manufacterer samples

•

UI screen is mobile
phone

•

Real LCD screen

Probe

•

Early prototype - only
oxygen

•

Early prototypes - all
vital signs

•

Final design - first
manufacturer samples

Mobile App

•

Basic wireframes
functional

•

All primary use cases
functioning

•

Full functioning app

•

Oxygen monitoring
path display
functional

•

Preliminary user
design - for testing

•

Final design

•

No cloud

•

Cloud enabled

•

Full system enabled

System

This leads us to our next element, Acceptance Criteria.
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FOUR: Acceptance Criteria
One of the most important (and often overlooked) elements of Agile is the creation and validation
of “Acceptance Criteria.” For every feature and funtion, whether it’s hardware, design, software or
other, a feature is not “done” until its attributes have hit their target. For a software feature this might
be a usability metric such as how fast a user is to able to login or retrieve a forgotten password. For
hardware, this might be a more specific technical metric such as response time. Acceptance criteria
often leads to clarifying requirements and specifications that
are more commonly found in a waterfall-like requirements
Who Decides?
document.
To fully embrace Agile, each iteration must include acceptance
criteria along with how they will be validated, and importantly,
who decides whether a function or customer experience meets
the criteria. It’s at the point that Agile, when properly executed,
truly lives up to its promise. Near the end of every whole
product iteration, the resulting release (typically a prototype for
HW) will go into both internal and external testing.

A critical role in Agile is the
person who decides what
is “good enough”? While
hopefully customers have a
say, this often comes down
to the Product Manager,
Product Owner or other role.
For each acceptance criteria
it should be noted who will
make the final decision.

As part of this process, your internal testers will put the
developed functionality through its paces, the ops team will
identify issues, and customers would be brought into the loop
to “try” the prototype and provide feedback. From this testing,
your team must then decide; is the functionality good enough
and considered “done” or does it need additional functionality that must then be prioritized in future
iterations?
In our patient monitoring example, the following table describes partial acceptance criteria that your
team might have developed for one requirement of one user story. Note that of the two criteria, one is
a clear technical criterian while the second is more subjective and requires direct customer feedback.
User Story
“As a doctor, I want to receive
accurate, real-time readings
wherever I am so that I can
confidently know the status
of my patient.”

Requirement

Acceptance Criteria

•

•

Average delay is less than .1
second, with no reading greater
than .2 seconds - Technical
analysis

•

Customers confirm that their
perception of timely updates
exceeds currently available
products - Customer advisory
board

Updates data of all vital signs
with less than .1 second delay

This leads us to our final element, Cross-discipline Retrospectives.
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FIVE: Cross-discipline Retrospectives
One of the primary principles of Agile is the aspiring objective of self-improvement. This comes in the
form of the “retrospective.” For SW teams, this means holding a targeted meeting at the end of each
iteration (typically a 2-4 week sprint) to determine what went well, what went poorly, and how the
team might improve. The issues discussed might be product, people, tool or process related. Some
typical process challenges that come up during retrospectives include:
•

“Our user story estimates were not very accurate. Most tasks ended up taking twice as long as we
expected.”

•

“We seem to be getting bogged down in bug fixes. Each
sprint includes fewer features and user stories. This is
causing us to get behind in management’s view.”

•

“It’s been hard getting real customer feedback. No one
seems to own finding customers to give us feedback.”

For Cross-discipline Agile the retrospective would address
issues beyond the typical SW-only challenges and extend to
problems related to intregration, prototype development,
preparation for manufacturing and interpersonal challenges
between disciplines. Retrospectives are also good
opportunities to clarify the language of Agile, stay focused on
the most important customer problems and to ensure you’re
getting the advantages of Agile.
In the final example of our patient monitoring product, your
team held a Cross-discipline retrospective and developed the
following list of issues and corrective action items.

CD Scrum Master?
In typical Agile for SW, the
“Scrum Master” drives the
retrospective. For crossdiscipline Agile, this might be
a product manager, project
manager or other role, but it
should be someone with an
understanding (or willingness
to learn) all product
development disciplines.

Issue

Team Impact

Action Plan

The user stories are too fuzzy
and take too much time to
explain.

Grooming is taking far too long. It’s
eating into develoment time.

CD Product Owners - Agree to
conduct pre-grooming to break user
stories into smaller stories and engage
designers before grooming.

Getting customer feedback
is taking too long. We never
get feedback in time.

Changes are being made to features
we thought were done. This is
causing us to backtrack too much!

Bob - Research setting up online
feedback tool and working with the
advisory panel to use it.

HW team is not committing
to finishing features.

Iterations are too fuzzy. It’s not clear
what HW is being delivered with each
cycle.

Linda - Develop a rapid prototyping
solution for each important thread
and iteration.
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In Summary
Agile is good. I think we can agree on that. If you’re considering adopting Agile methods for
physical products, our Cross-discipline Agile Model can provide the structure necessary to
develop whole product iterations that drive learning faster and more accurately than typical
waterfall approaches. To enable this approach, you’ll need to:
1. Rethink the definitions of iterations, releases, grooming and all other Agile elements.
2. Identify the critical threads of functionality that will lead to market success and develop a
strategy to prototype and test key features in each iteration.
3. Develop feedback paths with customers to get accurate insight during each iteration.
4. Develop cross-discipline Agile team processes that go beyond software to include
“product owner” roles in mechanical, electrical and operations functions.
With a little effort, your Agile process will be humming along. Your team will be motivated by
the steady progress and open-communication aspects of Agile and customers will be thrilled
by better products that deliver on their needs.

What Do YOU Think?
Have you have attempted applying Agile to your product efforts? If you’d like to share your
insights or learn more about how to solve the challenges we describe in this whitepaper,
please send Dorian or Gary a note. Our contact information is below. We’d love to hear your
thoughts.
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